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Dastaan finally comes to an end. My first review was on Episode 8 â€” partition. I have never cried so much
while watching a drama as I have with Dastaan. It moved me, shook every nerve in my body, it woke me up
jolting me with each episode, it drew my passion and patriotism from my heart into my bloodstream! Each and
every single scene has been well calculated, brilliantly dramatized, marvelously directly, and superbly
performed. With each new episode the Dastaan team kept raising the bar higher and higher. Truly Dastaan
deserves international recognition â€” MominaDuraid, your team deserves the Oscars, a whole handful! There
can be no best scene or best dialogue when there was a relevance to every scene and every dialogue was
outstanding â€” brilliant, outstanding, you have my standing ovation! Before I get into what really moved me
in Dastaan, I wanted to recognize my most valued performers in Dastaan â€” SanamBaloch for living my
Bano and delivering her to us in such grace, elegance and purity. No one else could have done what you did.
Really, you are the heart and soul of Dastaan! Saba Qamar for being such a darling, so elequoent; you took a
very flat character and outperformed to make us fall in love with Suraiyya Khala. Mehreen Raheel for playing
such a difficult role with such pride; for making us fall in love with you especially in the last episode. Ahsan
Khan â€” you are the star for me, I would give you the best actor award for Dastaan any day! Samira, I am
very proud of you today! HH, my admiration for your work has no words; yet again the English dictionary
falls short of adjectives when I try to express myself as to how much I have admired your work â€” the work
that all 3 of you put together for us. A special thanks to the 3 of you!!! Razia Butt â€” Bano was truly your
masterpiece. Partition- the pains, the suffering, the sacrifice, you have so beautifully captured it all.
Independence â€” a gift from God that is so very easily taken for granted. You made us realize what we have
isa blessing. Woh mera ghar hai, meri jannat hai, mera Pakistan hai. But to see the power that she has to bear
all of that and yet be smiling in the end is empowering. She goes from being a lover to a liberated woman who
could care less about Hassan; she lives for Pakistan and was there to purify it, which she does with pride and
dignity! There are layers upon layers of messages that need to be decoded fromDastaan. I could write a novel
just decoding Dastaan! The true strength of Pakistan is Islam; Pakistan was founded as a nation for Muslims.
Pakistan was founded on true, pure beliefs but unfortunately what Bano witnessed in her beloved land was not
Basant Singh but replicates of him who are Pakistani and sadly Muslim. There will be a day when Bano will
not have to kill a Basanta to cleanse our nation, when women will have equal rights, where there will be
justice, when we can stand proud to call ourselves a citizen of Pakistan, when we will be a super power
because we have the strength to take it there. I can see how this ending may have been preferred as this way
Bano, a person who believes that Pakistan is perfect gets to purify it. Is it better to see Bano in a mental
asylum rather than her being dead? Bano meri Pakistan ki dulhan haiâ€¦ as I said hum sab mein Bano chupi
wihai, usko jagaooâ€¦ wake her up and get to work; a new Pakistan awaits! Saba Qamar for being such a
darling, so elequoent; you took a very flat character and outperformed to make us fall in love with
SuraiyyaKhala. MehreenRaheel for playing such a difficult role with such pride; for making us fall in love
with you especially in the last episode. Samira Api, I am very proud of you today! Wohmeragharhai,
merijannathai, mera Pakistan hai. Banomeri Pakistan kidulhanhaiâ€¦ as I said hum sab meinBanochupiwihai,
uskojagaooâ€¦ wake her up and get to work; a new Pakistan awaits!
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Painful novel, really hoped for Bano and Hassan but some things are just not meant to happen. True history.

The story is based on the independence of Pakistan; prior partition between India and Pakistan in the year
Before partition, Hindus and Muslims lived together. Due to the number of arising differences between the
two religions, it became difficult to stay in the same continent. Therefore, Mohammad Ali Jinnah and Gandhi
took the initiative to propose for separate homelands for Hindus and Muslims. Bano lives with her parents and
two brothers; Saleem and Faheem, in Ludhiana Punjab. Saleem is getting married to Suraiya, one of his oldest
relatives and sister to Rasheeda. Bano has been friends with Suraiya since childhood and they are extremely
fond of each other. Hassan has been invited to attend the wedding of his only aunt, Surraiya. He meets Bano at
the wedding after quite a long time and fells for her eventually. Bano also falls for his charm and their
romance blossoms with time. However, both of them were completely ignorant of the storm coming ahead.
Hassan has to move to Rawalpindi with his mother because of his job transfer, leaving Bano and her family
behind. He promises to come back to marry her. When he departs, the partition between Pakistan and India
begins and violence spreads throughout the country. Hindu and Muslims hatred goes at peak as several
murdering takes place. Many Muslims are killed viciously, women get raped and many manage to seek refuge
to go to their homelands via railways. Bano faces tremendous repercussions caused by the partition while
Hassan is totally unaware of what problems and devastations she went through. Her entire family gets
executed in front of her eyes and her mother dies too. Bano tries to escape to Pakistan but gets caught by a
Sikh family. They bring her home safely and promise to deport her to Pakistan soon. However, this all comes
out to be a trick. Basanta; the person who brings her home, falls for her and insists her to marry him and
convert to Sikhism. However, Bano retaliates but she is forced to marry a Sikh because they torture her to
death. Basanta ties the knot with her and rapes her, making her feel more horrible and devastated. On the other
hand, Hassan has unwillingly believed that his Bano has died along with her family back in Ludhiana. He has
been living in Rawalpindi with his mother for the past five years. He did not want to get married to any girl
because he had dedicated his entire life for Bano. First he disagrees but later he could not say no to his mother
because he found Rabia a very decent girl. Hassan gets engaged to Rabia and soon they were to get married.
Bano has produced a son from Basanta and continues to live a miserable life with him as one day; Basanta
falls off from the terrace and gets killed. Bano is finally released from the forceful relationship and runs back
to her country, Pakistan. On the verge of his wedding to Rabia, Hassan receives a letter indicating him that
Bano is still alive. Hassan and his mother get a mere shock. He rushes to get her instantly, breaking his
engagement to Rabia. He is shocked to see Bano in a terrible condition because she was not the same as
before. Nevertheless, both of them unite and he brings her home. They feel pity on her. Hassan tries to calm
her down and shows her the world ahead of her. He brings her new clothes and asks to forget all the past
miseries and try to live a happy life with him. She pleads Hassan not to show mercy towards her anymore and
gets married to Rabia and then she leaves his place. Hassan looks for her everywhere but she hides herself
every time they encounter. She sends him a message to get married to Rabia, start a new life and forget about
her completely because she is not his old Bano anymore. He becomes helpless and agrees to marry Rabia. But
Rabia has some other plans. She arranges a secret meeting with Bano where she begs her to marry Hassan
because he only loves her and not anyone else. Bano becomes weak and finds herself in a very complicated
situation. She gives her consent to Rabia and promises to come as a bride on the wedding day. Meanwhile, she
has started working in an office. The owner keeps an eye on Bano everytime he sees her. At the wedding day,
Bano is about to give resignation letter to the owner when he surrounds her in the library and tries to get his
hands on her. On the other hand, everyone is waiting for the bride to arrive. Hassan, dressed in bridegroom
attire, is waiting for Bano to return. He is completely traumatized after seeing her drenched fully in blood. She
comes and hugs him and says repeatedly that she has finally killed Basanta and has made Pakistan a pure
country to live in. The police finds out about the murder and arrests Bano immediately. In the end, Hassan
marries Rabia and Bano is seen spending the remaining life in jail. As a critic, I was a bit disappointed with
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the way the story had ended. It could have been something else. For instance, Bano could not have gone to
jail. She should have been living a normal and happy life with Hassan. In the novel, we find a contrary end.
The character, Hassan goes insane and Bano dies in the novel but in the drama it has been portrayed
differently. Whatsoever, Dastaan will always be considered as one of the finest dramas ever witnessed in the
Pakistan Drama Industry. Both of the actors have done complete justice to their roles and have performed
brilliantly overshadowing the rest of the performers. You cannot take off your eyes once you are watching
them act onscreen. Both of them bring a magic onscreen and their couple looks beautiful. It is an extremely
emotional story that will leave tears in your eyes and make your heart sad. All in all, it is a well made drama
that cannot be missed at any cost. It will always remain my most favourite.
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Bano by Razia Butt Download and Online Read Free this Urdu Novel. It is Complete Romantic and History Story Novel
Razia Butt. It is Complete Romantic and History Story Novel Razia Butt. Download Famous Urdu Novel Bano In Pdf
format.

Chapter 4 : Raja Gidh - Wikipedia
Learn English language "English Guru" for free and improve your English speaking power easily. after completing this
course you will be able to Urdu to English Translation and English to Urdu Translation.

Chapter 5 : Bano (novel) - Wikipedia
Bano block, a community development block of the Simdega district, Jharkhand, India Bano railway station, Simdega
district, Jharkhand, India People with the given name [ edit ].

Chapter 6 : Bano Qudsia | Read Urdu Novels Online
novel "bano" by razia butt is a sad & depressed novel. agar sucide haraam nahi hoti tu mai i think sucide kar laiti b/c
phelay hindu muslim fasadaat tha or ab muslim muslim lisani fasadaat hain. or pakistani quam ki jan, maal, ezat sub hi
dauo per laga hai pakistan ban nay k baaad bhi.

Chapter 7 : Bano / Ø¨Ø§Ù†Ùˆ by Razia Butt
Bano is a novel by the Pakistani novelist, Razia Butt, which is considered one of her best literary works. It is set in the
days before and after the independence in Ludhiana, Punjab Province and subsequently, Pakistan.
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Amar Bail By Bano Qudsia Floria Alex Apr 13th, 0 Comment "Amar Bail By Bano Qudsia" is a quality scanned social
urdu book of Short urdu novels By Bano Qudsia.

Chapter 9 : Bano - Wikipedia
Bano Qudsia was a Pakistani novel and play writer. She also refers to the name of Bano Aapa. She got fame from his
superhit novel Raja Gidh. Raja Gidh considered the classic story of Urdu language.
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